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Abstract

This paper presents vibration control responses of a controllable magnetorheological (MR) suspension system of a

passenger car. The MR damper is designed and manufactured on the basis of the mixed-mode operation, and its time

response is experimentally evaluated to integrate with the suspension model. After formulating the dynamic model of a

half-car MR suspension system, a human simulated intelligent control (HSIC) scheme is developed to attenuate unwanted

vibrations such as pitch angle acceleration. After verifying the effectiveness of the HSIC via computer simulation, the road

test of the passenger car installed with four MR dampers is undertaken. The power spectrum densities of dynamic motions

such as body acceleration and pitch angle acceleration are measured and analyzed. In addition, the control results obtained

from the proposed HSIC are compared with those obtained from a conventional linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control

method.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recently, the research on the vibration suppression of a vehicle system using the semi-active suspension has
been significantly increased. Though the passive suspension system featuring conventional oil or gas damper
provides design simplicity and cost effectiveness, performance limitations are inevitable due to the
uncontrollable damping force. On the other hand, the active suspension system can provide high control
performance in wide frequency range. However, the active suspension requires high power consumption,
many sensors, servo-valves, and sophisticated control logics. Consequently, the effective way to resolve these
problems is to adopt the semi-active suspension system. The semi-active suspension system offers a desirable
performance generally enhanced in the active mode without requiring large power consumption and expensive
hardware. For the last decade, a very attractive semi-active suspension system featuring an electrorheological
ee front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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(ER) fluid or magnetorheological (MR) fluid has been proposed by many investigators. Especially, the semi-
active suspension system featuring MR damper has been successfully implemented in practice [1].

MR fluids are materials that respond to an applied magnetic field with a change in rheological behavior
such as yield stress. Therefore, using the controllable MR fluid it is very easy to fabricate effective actuators
for vibration or position control systems. Carlson et al. [2] proposed a commercially available MR damper
which is applicable to on-and-off-highway vehicle suspension systems. They experimentally demonstrated that
sufficient levels of damping force and also superior control capability of the damping force by applying a
control magnetic field could be achieved. A dynamic model for prediction of damping force of MR damper
was proposed by Spencer Jr. et al. [3]. Wereley and Pang [4] developed nonlinear quasi-steady ER and MR
damper models using an idealized Bingham plastic shear flow mechanism. Dogruer and Gordaninejad et al. [5]
developed a controllable, semi-active MR damper for a high mobile multipurpose wheeled vehicle. A
passenger vehicle suspension system, equipped with MR dampers and HN control scheme, has been developed
by Choi et al. [6]. Bodie and Hac [7] used continuously variable MR dampers to distribute the damping forces
between front and rear axles in order to bring the vehicle yaw rate as close as possible to the desired yaw rate.
Hagiwara et al. [8] presented a design method of a smart control semi-active suspension system with a reduced
number of sensors used for a full-car model. Petek et al. [9] constructed a semi-active full suspension system
consisting of four ER dampers and evaluated its effectiveness for vibration isolation. They demonstrated
experimentally that unwanted pitch, heave and roll motions of the vehicle body were favorably suppressed
using the simple skyhook control algorithm. Liu et al. [10] proposed a fuzzy sliding mode control for a real
vehicle. Experiment results show the effectiveness of this new algorithm. Koo et al. [11] studied the response
time of a commercially available MR fluid damper at low piston velocities from 2.54 to 76.2mm/s. Measured
results indicate that system compliance has a significant effect on the response time of the damper.

Despite many research works on the semi-active MR suspension system, the research work on the design of
a sophisticated control scheme considering time delay of the MR damper is very rare. Moreover, the
investigation of control performance of the vehicle equipped with MR suspension through road test is very
few. Consequently, the main contribution of this work is to design an effective control scheme for MR
suspension system and verify superior control performance via road test. In order to achieve this goal, a
cylindrical MR damper is designed and manufactured on the basis of the mixed-mode operation, and its time
response is experimentally evaluated. After formulating the dynamic model of a half-car MR suspension
system, a human simulated intelligent control (HSIC) scheme is developed to attenuate unwanted vibrations
such as acceleration. After verifying the effectiveness of the HSIC via computer simulation, the road test of the
passenger car installed with four MR dampers is undertaken. Control responses such as body acceleration and
pitch angle acceleration are evaluated and compared with those obtained from conventional linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) control method.

2. MR damper

Most devices that use controllable fluids can be classified as having either fixed poles (valve mode) or
relatively moveable poles (direct-shear mode) [12]. For the automotive application, the MR dampers designed
in this paper work as mixed-mode operation of valve mode and direct-shear mode. Fig. 1 presents its
configuration. This MR damper has a twin-tube structure, which can operate with flow and shear modes. The
MR damper is divided into the left and right chamber by the piston, and it is fully filled with the MR fluid.
During the piston motion from the left to the right, the MR fluid flows through the gap between the inner
cylinder and the piston. The magnetic field exists in the gap perpendicular to the motion direction of the MR
fluid after the current is applied to the coil. The viscosity of the MR fluid in the gap is changed subjected to the
magnet field and the pressure drop across the piston varies. Thus, the damping force of the MR damper is
controllable by the intensity of the magnetic field. The diameter of the outer and inner cylinder is 50 and
48mm, respectively. The compressed length of the MR damper is 330mm. When it is extended, it reaches
508mm. The dimensions of the MR damper have been determined by considering the geometry of the test car.
Fig. 2 shows the photograph of the MR damper manufactured in this work.

In order to investigate the dynamic bandwidth of the MR damper, the damping forces to the step input are
measured. Fig. 3 presents the schematic configuration of the test apparatus for the measurement of time
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Fig. 1. Schematic configuration of the proposed mixed-mode MR damper.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the manufactured MR damper.
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Fig. 3. Experimental apparatus for the response time and damping force measurement.
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response and damping force of the MR damper. The MR damper is actuated by material test system (MTS)
load frame. The damper is mounted in the load frame of the MTS. Because we are only concerned with the
change in force due to the control input, the force change due to the velocity complicates the analysis. This
peak signal could be transformed into passive pulse V0(t) by a Schmitt trigger. The pulse signal was then used
to trigger the signal generator to get a continuous square wave Vc(t) applied to the current driver as a step
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control signal. So the current driver would generate various current levels from 0 to 2.5A to adjust the
damping force F(t) of the MR damper. A piezoelectric force sensor was used to measure the dynamic response
of MR damper. All of the signals were recorded by data acquisition system. It is noted that the trigger signal is
important to ensure that the dynamic response process of the MR damper would begin at the same phase per
period. Fig. 4 presents the measured step response of the MR damper. The time constant is defined as the time
to reach from the initial state to the 63.2% of the final state. The time responses are investigated by changing
the input current level at fixed piston velocity and also by changing the piston velocity at fixed input current.
The evaluated time constant are presented in Tables 1 and 2. It is seen from Table 1 that the response time is
not affected by the current level in both rising and falling cases. It is also observed that the response time in the
falling case is slower than the rising case. This may be due to the effect of remanence in coils. However, this
effect can be demagnetized by applying countercurrent to the coils to reduce the response time. Therefore, in
this work, the response time in the rising case is only considered in the model. On the other hand, the response
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Fig. 4. Time response of the damping force under step current input. (a) Response of step-up input, (b) response of step-down input.

Table 1

Response time of MR damper at various current levels (0.1m/s)

t (ms) I (A)

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

Response times in rising 14.1 14.3 14.9 14.8 16.6 14.7 13.9

Response times in falling 16.0 17.8 17.8 18.7 18.4 18.8 19.0

Table 2

Response time of MR damper at various piston velocities (1.5A)

t (ms) V (m/s)

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

Response times in rising 12.4 15.5 19.2 23.3 24.5 26.1

Response times in falling 30.1 32.0 34.3 35.5 36.7 39.1
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time is very sensitive to the piston velocity as shown in Table 2. Thus, the time constant of the proposed MR
damper can be modeled as follows:

t ¼ 56:914V þ 10:207 (1)

In the above, t is the time constant and V the piston velocity. This model will be incorporated into the
dynamic model of the vehicle suspension system.

This time delay is due to a combination of power supply dynamics, magnetic circuit dynamics, fluid
rheology effects, and fluid compressibility effects. However, it is difficult to measure the relation MR’s time
delay and fluid rheology effects or fluid compressibility effects. The MR’s time delay considering the effects of
fluid rheology effects or fluid compressibility effects can be only calculated. Therefore, we measure the MR’s
time delay with different velocities and input currents. Although the MR’s time delay is a variable, the velocity
of MR’s piston located mainly near 0.1m/s, and the control current is limited no more than 1.5A, the time
delay of MR damper can be looked as a constant. In this paper, it is dealt with 23ms.

3. Suspension model

In order to develop an effective control scheme, a half-car MR suspension dynamic model shown in Fig. 5 is
formulated. By considering vertical and pitch motions, the governing equation of the suspension model is
derived as follows:

ms
€Zs ¼ � ðCsf þ CsrÞ_zs þ ðCsfa� CsrbÞ_y� K sf ðzsf � zuf Þ þ Csf _zuf

� Ksrðzsr � zurÞ þ Csr _zur þ F fMR þ F rMR (2)

Iy
€y ¼ ðaCsf � bCsrÞ_z� ðCsfa

2 þ Csrb
2
Þ_yþ aK sf ðzsf � zuf Þ � aCsf _zuf

� bK srðzsr � zurÞ � bCsr _zur � aF fMR þ bF rMR (3)

muf €zuf ¼ Csf _z� aCsf
_yþ K sf ðzsf � zuf Þ � Csf _zuf � K tf ðZuf � Zrf Þ � F fMR (4)

mur €zur ¼ Csr _zþ bCsr
_yþ K srðzsr � zurÞ � Csr _zur � K trðZur � ZrrÞ � F rMR (5)

where zsf is the fore-suspension sprung mass displacement given by zsf ¼ zs � a sin y � zs � ay and zsr is the
rear-suspension sprung mass displacement given by zsr ¼ zþ b sin y � zþ by. The governing equation is
rewritten in the state space representation by adopting the following state variables:

x ¼ ½x1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10�
T ¼ ½zs _zsy_yzsf � zuf _zufzsr � zur _zurzuf � zrfzur � zrr�

T

where x1 is the displacement of the suspension, x2 the absolute velocity of the sprung mass, x3 the pitch angle
of the suspension, x4 the pitch angle velocity, x5 the relative displacement of the fore-suspension, x6 the
absolute velocity of the fore-sprung mass, x7 the relative displacement of the rear-suspension, x8 the absolute
velocity of the rear-sprung mass, x9 the fore-tire deflection, and x10 the rear-tire deflection. Now, by
FrMR FfMRKsr Csr
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Fig. 5. Half-vehicle model.
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integrating the time constant of the MR damper given in Eq. (1) with the governing equations, the state space
model can be expressed as follows:

_x ¼ Axþ Buðt� tÞ þ L _w (6)

y ¼ Cx (7)

uðt� tÞ ¼ F fMRðt� tÞ;F rMRðt� tÞ½ �
T
¼ �Gyðt� tÞ (8)

In the above equation, w is the white noise input [20], G the feedback gain matrix, and C the output matrix.
And the system matrix A, input matrix B, and excitation matrix L are given as follows:

A ¼

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
�ðCsf þ CsrÞ

ms

0
ðaCsf � bCsrÞ

ms

�K sf

ms

Cf

ms

�K sr

ms

Csr

ms

0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
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Iy

0
�ða2Csf þ b2CsrÞ

Iy
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Iy
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Iy
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Iy

�bCsr

Iy

0 0

0 1 0 �a 0 �1 0 0 0 0

0
Csf

muf
0
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muf
0 0

�K tf
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0

0 1 0 b 0 0 0 �1 0 0

0
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B ¼

0 0

1

ms

1
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4. Controller design

In this work, an HSIC scheme which is one of intelligent control theories [12,13,14] is formulated and
implemented for vibration control of the proposed MR suspension system. The HSIC was firstly proposed by
Prof. Zhou [15] in 1979, and was published in 1983. After 24 years, the HSIC theory has been developed as an
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integrity theory, which has been successfully applied in many perplexing processes and plants (such as delay
system, multivariable system, nonlinear system, etc.). With HSIC method, Li et al. [13] have solved the
swinging-up control of the single pendulum under limited torque. The HSIC is a multilevel hierarchical
structure information processing system with three levels including direct control level, parameter correction
level and task adjustment level. In this paper, the first level is to decide an appropriate based on characteristic
mode of the vehicle suspension. The potential control schemes for MR damper include bang–bang control,
holding mode control, proportional plus differential control and positive feedback restraining control. The
second level is parameter correction level in which the system and control parameters are adaptively adjusted.
The third level is task adjustment level in which both the linearization of the nonlinear MR damper and time-
delay compensation for control system are considered.

4.1. Direct control level

The real line trace shown in Fig. 6 is the ideal target trajectory f dðe; _eÞ. In this equation, e represents the _zsf
or _zsr and _e denotes the €zsf or €zsr. In the figure, d1 and d2 are threshold values of error and derivation of error,
therefore, the figure can be called as ideal time phase plot. The red line represents the ideal dynamic trajectory
of semi-active system with regulation of controller. F11–F15 denote the different region of time phase plot,
corresponding to those regions, the control gains can be determined by simulation of expert’s experiences. For
example, control gains keep invariant in F11 for that the states of system are located near equilibrium position.
The following methods are taken to keep actual error trajectory close to the ideal error trajectory.

A characteristic element set is chosen as follows:

Q1 ¼ fq11; q12; q13; q14; q15g (9)

in which q11 ) jejod1, q12 ) j_ejod2, q13 ) e_e40, q14 ) j_e=ejoc1, q15 ) j _e=ejoc2, and c1, c2 are the slopes
of line S1 and S2.

Characteristic model can be written as

F1 ¼ ff11;f12;f13;f14;f15g (10)

In the above equation, f11 ¼ ðq̄11 [ q̄12Þ \ q13Þ, f13 ¼ ðq̄11 [ q̄12Þ \ q̄14 \ q15, f14 ¼ ðq̄11 [ q̄12Þ \ q̄13 \ q̄15.
The control mode set of the direct control level is given by

C1 ¼ c11;
�

c12;c13;c14;c15

�
where c11¼KpeþkKp

Pn
i¼1em;i, c12¼ð1�kÞKpeþ kKp

Pn
i¼1em;i, c13¼kKp

Pn
i¼1em;i, c14¼�K 0peþ kKp

Pn
i¼1em;i,

c15 ¼ kKp

Pn
i¼1em;i þ KI

R
eðtÞdt.
e
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e
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Fig. 6. Characteristic model of direct control level.
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In which Kp; k;K
0
p;KI represent proportional coefficient, modified coefficient, modified proportional

coefficient and integral coefficient, respectively.
The reference rule set of the direct control level is chosen by

O1 ¼ fo11;o12;o13;o14;o15g (11)

where o11 ) f11! c11, o12 ) f12! c12, o13 ) f13! c13, o14 ) f14! c14, o15 ) f15! c15.

4.2. Parameter correction level

At parameter correction level, the characteristic elements set is chosen by

Q2 ¼ fq21; q22; q23; q24; q25; q26g (12)

where q21 ) jejod1, q22 ) j_ejod2, q23 ) jem;ijoa, q24 ) jem;i�1joa, q25 ) De � eX0, q26 ) D_e � _eX0.
Characteristic model can be written by

F2 ¼ ff21;f22;f23;f24;f25g (13)

where f21 ¼ q̄21 \ q̄22 \ q23 \ q24, f22 ¼ q̄21 \ q̄22 \ q̄23 \ q24, f23 ¼ q21 \ q22 \ q25, f24 ¼ q21 \ q22 \ q̄25 \ q26,
f25 ¼ q21 \ q22 \ q̄25 \ q̄26.

The reference rule set of the direct control level is shown as

O2 ¼ fo21;o22;o23;o24;o25g (14)

where o21 ) f21! c21, o22 ) f22! c22, o23 ) f23! c23, o24 ) f24! c24, and o25 ) f25! c25.
Parameter correction model set is given by

C2 ¼ c21;
�

c22;c23;c24

�
(15)

where c21)Kp ¼ ð1þ w1em;i=vÞKp, K ¼ 1:1K , c22 ) K 0p ¼ ð1� w1em;i=em;i�1ÞK
0
p, K ¼ 0:9K , c23 ) KI ¼ w2,

c24 ) KI ¼ �w2, and c25 ) KI ¼ 0.
In which w1 and w2 denote positive modified coefficients em,i and em,i�1 represent ith and (i�1)th error peak

values.

4.3. Task adjustment level

In general, there is no corresponding characteristic model to indicate a task adjustment. All the task
adjustments (including the learning process) constitute overall characteristics model of the task adjustment. In
this work, task adjustment level deals with the linearization for nonlinear MR damper and control
compensation for response time of MR suspension system. A simple feedback control strategy could linearize
the response of the MR damper [16]. The control function of damping force can be defined as follows:

F 0d ¼ �c _x ¼ �cð _xs � _xuÞ

Fd ¼ F 0d
KwðI ; _xÞ

1þ KRwðI ; _xÞ

8><
>: (16)

where Fd is the output damping force, F0d the desired damping force, _x the damper velocity, I control current,
and wðI ; _xÞ the quasi-steady damper function with a Bingham plastic. The Bingham plastic model parameters
are determined by experimental data fitting. It has been demonstrated that for such a system, by changing the
set point gain c and appropriate choices of the forward-loop gain K and feedback-loop gain R, the linear
variable damping has been achieved within the control limits. In direct control level, the active damping force
F0d can be gotten; the desired damping coefficient c can be obtained accordingly:

c ¼ F 0d=ð _xs � _xuÞ

The forward-loop gain K is modified in parameter correction level according to situation. Feedback-loop
gain R is a factor to adjust linear gain in the linearization of MR damper.
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The parameters c, K, R, are determined by control algorithms. In other words, the damper is made to
operate as a linear ‘‘viscous’’ damper with a damping coefficient that could be directly specified by either the
user or by using a hierarchical control strategy. A range of set point gains c, with a linear function, the
response (one negative direction) at 1.273Hz is shown in Fig. 7. It is obvious that there is a good linear
relation. The damping force of the MR damper can be fed back with a gain R and compared with the desired
force. The feedback scheme in practice will not require a load cell sensor to be placed in series with each MR
damper in real time (shown in Fig. 8). The desired damping force is determined by the control algorithms.

Smith [17] proposed a novel method of time-delay compensation, known as Smith’s predictor compensation
(SPC), by comparing the transfer functions of closed-loop systems with and without time delay. The
implementation of the delay compensator ḠðSÞ requires the delay free gain matrix G, the system model H(s),
and the time-delay t [18]. In the Smith’s method, the compensator ḠðSÞ is designed as follows:

ḠðSÞ ¼ ½I þ GCHðsÞfI � e�stg��1G (17)
0
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The Smith’s predictor can be implemented in the time domain as the dynamic output compensator [19]:

uðtÞ ¼ �GyðtÞ � CpðtÞ

_pðtÞ ¼ ApðtÞ þ BfuðtÞ � uðt� tÞg

(
(18)

where p(t) is state variable of Smith’s predictor. The implementation of the Smith’s predictor can be made
through MATLAB SIMULINK block diagram shown in Fig. 8.

The resulting error is scaled using a proportional gain G. It is noted that the proposed semi-active MR
damper cannot add energy to the system. When the damping force and the piston velocity have same
direction, the HSIC controller can operate. Thus, the damping force can be expressed by

FMR ¼

FMAX _xuð _xs � _xuÞp0; F 0d4FMAX

�cð _xs � _xuÞ _xuð _xs � _xuÞp0; F 0dpFMAX

FMIN _xuð _xs � _xuÞ40

8><
>: (19)

5. Control results and discussion

Firstly, the performances of the suspension system under random road excitations are evaluated through
computer simulation. The road roughness is Class B represented by a power spectral density function
according to ISO 8606 (1995). The vehicle velocity v0 is 70 km/h, and the delay of excitations between fore
wheel and the rear one is given by Dt ¼ l=v0 ¼ ðaþ bÞ=v0. The nominal parameters used for the computer
simulations are chosen as follows:
a ¼ 1.3m, b ¼ 1.5m, ms ¼ 690 kg, mur ¼ 45 kg, muf ¼ 40 kg, Ksf ¼ 17,000N/m
K sr ¼ 22; 000N=m, ktf ¼ ktr ¼ 200; 000N=m, Iy ¼ 1222 kgm2

Csf ¼ 1000N=ms�1, Csr ¼ 1100N/ms�1
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed HSIC, conventional LQG control
strategy without considering the nonlinearity and time delay of MR suspension is designed and its control
performance is compared with the HSIC. The LQG controller is designed on the basis of the following
performance index:

J ¼ lim
T!1

Z T

0

½q1 €z
2
sf þ q2 €z

2
sr þ q3ðzuf � zrf Þ

2
þ q4ðzur � zrrÞ

2
þ q5ðzsf � zuf Þ

2
þ q6ðzsr � zurÞ

2
�dt (20)

In which, q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 1, q3 ¼ q4 ¼ 1000, q5 ¼ q6 ¼ 20,000.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the frequency response of acceleration and pitch angle acceleration under random road

excitation. The root mean square (rms) comparison of acceleration such as vehicle body acceleration, pitch
angle acceleration, and acceleration of the front and rear vehicle axis are shown in Table 3. Using the MR
damper controlled by the HSIC controller, the power spectral densities of vertical acceleration and pitch
acceleration of the vehicle body are significantly reduced near the body resonance frequency at 1.4Hz.
However, the HSIC gets only limited effort compared with passive suspension at the wheel resonant frequency
(10.2Hz) of the unsprung mass. Between 1.4 and 10.2Hz, which are the range of human sense, the HSIC can
achieve good ride comfort and handle stability. The simulation result indicates that SPC could improve
performance of HSIC and HSIC can obtain better effect than LQG.

As a pilot study, four MR dampers are used to replace the passive ones of the test car (Fig. 11a). The HSIC
control strategy is downloaded into dSPACE Modular system from Matlab/Simulink. The dSPACE system is
fastened in luggage boot and employed to control the four MR dampers, respectively (Fig. 11b). An
accelerometer is placed on vehicle body’s floor to record the vertical acceleration signal of the sprung mass,
and another one is placed on the front axle to record the vertical acceleration signal of the unsprung mass
(Fig. 11c and d). A three-dimensional acceleration sensor produced by B&K CO. is placed on driver’s seat to
calculate weighted root mean square. Every seat has a passenger to hold the vehicle’s balance. The test car is
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Fig. 9. Power spectral density of body acceleration (simulation).
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Fig. 10. Power spectral density of pitch angle acceleration (simulation).
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driven straight down a concrete road with class B surface (ISO8606, 1995) at 70 km/h (Fig. 12). The cutoff
frequency of the lowpass filter is set 50Hz usually and the sampling frequency is chosen by 200Hz. Every time
the acquired data are divided into 25 sections, each section has 1024 point. Power spectrum density (PSD) of
each sampling data is calculated by 1024-point FFT with an average of 25 sections. The results are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14. It is clearly observed that the vibration of vehicle body between 1 and 10Hz is significantly
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Table 3

Performance comparison between MR suspension and passive suspension (rms of acceleration by simulation, 70 km/h, road class B)

HSIC with SPC
HSIC no SPC
LQG
Passive

€zs ðms�2Þ €y ðrad s�2Þ €zuf ðms�2Þ €zur ðms�2Þ

HSIC with SPC 0.3856 0.2016 1.2113 1.2402

HSIC no SPC 0.5424 0.2617 1.2861 1.3241

LQG 0.4267 0.2403 1.2814 1.3125

Passive 0.6571 0.2913 1.5353 1.5473

Current Drivers AutoBox 
MR dampers

Accelerometer 

Accelerometer 

Fig. 11. Setup of the test car. (a) Installation of MR dampers, (b) control systems, (c) sensors installed on sprung mass, (d) sensors

installed on unsprung mass.
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reduced. However, the semi-active suspension system has minimal effect on suppressing higher mode
vibration. LQG has a similar performance to HSIC with SPC in the frequency lower than 1Hz, but it does not
suppress the vibration between 1 and 10Hz as HSIC with SPC, as we known it is more sensitive by human
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Fig. 12. The car test on the road with profile class B.
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Fig. 13. PSD of body vertical acceleration at 70 km/h (road test).
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body. It is obviously that the semi-active suspension with HSIC compared with the passive system can reduce
the rms) acceleration of the sprung mass about 27.87% according to Table 4, and SPC can improve the effort
of HSIC about 19.9% in rms of acceleration. The vibration of vehicle axes is also depressed as given in Table 4.
These results indicate that MR suspension and HSIC controller can improve vehicle’s driving security. Some
differences exist between test values and simulation results, since the model and parameters of half-car are too
rough. But those values have the same regularity, such as the test values also indicates that SPC could improve
performance of HSIC and HSIC can obtain better effect than LQG.

On the other hand, it is noteworthy that LQG performs better than HSIC without SPC from the simulated
rms results in Table 3 and also test road rms results in Table 4. This is due to the following reasons. HSIC,
which has an opening control structure with multi modules, can be developed from modern or classical control
theory. Far from excluding LQG, HSIC can embed LQG as its sub-module. Similarly, it can use SPC as a
compensation method to improve its control performance. In this study, a specific value t is chosen as nominal
value for HISC to design initial control parameters. Then, according to the changes of system characteristics
such as em,i, HSIC will alter control modes or adjust gain parameters to adapt to the fluctuation of t in the
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Table 4

Performance contrast of MR suspension and passive suspension (rms of acceleration by Road test, 70 km/h, road class B)

HSIC with SPC
HSIC no SPC
LQG
Passive

€zs ðms�2Þ €y ðrad s�2Þ €zuf ðms�2Þ €zur ðms�2Þ

HSIC with SPC 0.4826 0.3182 1.4160 1.5343

HSIC no SPC 0.6024 0.3875 1.5769 1.6970

LQG 0.5016 0.3674 1.4632 1.6345

Passive 0.6691 0.4012 1.7643 1.8650
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process. The comparison between HSIC without SPC and HSIC with SPC well reflects the advantage of
openness of HSIC. In fact, HSIC with or without SPC can all be referred to simply as HSIC. Because the
dynamic behavior of MR damper is highly nonlinear, it is difficult to apply a single control method such as
LQG to the system directly. Perhaps after optimization of LQG with SPC will provide good performance
when t is a certain value. However, once t varies, the performance can be unstable. Therefore, a conclusion is
made that HSIC can achieve much better performance than LGQ for MR damper applications.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, a controllable semi-active MR damper was devised and applied to vehicle suspension in order
to improve ride comfort and handling stability. The time delay of the MR suspension system was
experimentally evaluated and integrated with the suspension model. A human simulated intelligent controller
was developed to avoid the effect of time delay. Both computer simulation and road test were undertaken in
order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme. Both results indicate that the HSIC can
depress automotive vertical vibration and pitch motion. It has been also shown that the Smith predictor
compensator could improve performance of the HSIC.
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